Abstract. This paper presents a simple and fast technique for geometrical feature detection of several human face organs such as eyes and mouth. Human face gravity-center template is firstly used for face location, from which position information of face organs such as eyebrows, eyes, nose and mouth are obtained. Then the original image is processed by extracting edges and the regions around the organs are scanned on the edge image to detect out 4 key points which determine the size of the organs. From these key points, eyes and mouth's shape are characterized by fitting curves. The results look well and the procedure is fast.
Introduction
Human face and its feature detection is much significant in various applications as human face identification, virtual human face synthesis, and MPEG-4 based human face model coding. As for face image processing , many people have done much work on them. The representative jobs include mosaic technique [1, 2] , fixed template matching [3] , deformable template matching [4] , gravity-center template matching [5] , "eigenface" [6] or "eigenpicture" [7] scheme, neural network [8, 9] , and usage of multiple information including color, sound or motion [10, 11] .
There also have been quite a few techniques reported about face contour and organ geo14metrical feature extraction, such as B-splines [12] , adaptive Hough trasmform [13] , cost minimiziation [14] , deformable template [15, 16] , region-based template [17] , geometrical model [18] . However, most of them are either complex or time-consuming. Here, we present a simple and fast approach based on the technique of gravity-center template to locate face organs such as eyes and mouth, and detect their key points to characterize their scales and shape.
Simplified geometrical model for eyes and mouth
The eyes and mouth have similar geometrical configuration as shown in fig. 1 . There are four key points, the highest point P1, the lowest point P2, the left corner point P3 and the right corner point P4, which determine the size (a×b) and the arc-like(R1,R2) shape of the organs. Our goal is to detect out these key points to segment face region and concisely describe the features of eyes and mouth. 
Detection System Architecture
We have implemented a facial geometrical feature extraction system for eyes and mouth based on human face gravity-center template technique the author recently suggested [5] . The system consists of there modules : the first one of gravity-center template based human face and its organs location, the second one of four key points extraction, and the last one of geometrical curves fitting.
Inputting an original image, it will be processed by mosaicizing, mosaic edge extracting and feature simplifying for gravity-center template matching to locate human face in an unconstrained background and by adaptive Sobel edge extracting for feature points localization. From this information, geometrical shape of eyelids and lips can be easily fitted.
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This procedure will produce the location information about face and its organs such as eyebrows, eyes, nose and mouth, which is necessary for further facial feature detection. We use four face gravity-center templates [5] to detect frontal faces. In these templates, there are 4 to 6 small boxes which correspond to the facial organs: eyebrows, eyes, nose and mouth. Once a face in an image is located, simultaneously, its facial organs can be also located. 
Key feature points extraction
From this step, four key points P1, P2, P3 and P4 illustrated in Fig.1 are expected to be extracted. The original image is firstly processed with an adaptive Sobel operator introduced in reference [19] to produce a binary edge image. Fig. 5 shows the result processed by this operator.
Fig. 5. Binary edge image using an adaptive Sobel operator
According to the face organs' location information obtained from gravity-center template matching, we can scanned in the edge image in areas around those organs to see if current position is one of four key feature point of P1, P2, P3 and P4 showed in Fig.1 . If it is true, its coordinates is to be calculated out using a mechanism of medianpass from the coordinates of the points scanned in rows or columns. The procedure is shown in Fig.6 . A scan towards the one of the four directions will stop when the number of edge pixels it encounters in the scanning line that is orthogonal to the direction the scan towards is less than a threshold such as 3 edge pixels. In this case, the median value pixel is chosen as one key point which belongs to one of P1, P2, P3 and P4.
Eyelids and lips shapes description
According to the simplified model for eyes and mouth's, from four key feature points: P1, P2, P3 and P4, a upper and a lower circle arc can be generated to fit the upper and the lower eyelids or lips. The effect is shown in Fig.7 . 
Conclusion and future work
Compared with some other detecting schemes such as deformable template technique, the approach introduced here is simple and fast ( 0.28 seconds in average on Pentium-550 PC ). Especially for faces with complex background, our system can work as well. During experiments, we still found some detection results of facial feature for those faces with complex texture and poor light conditions are not as well as those for good quality face images. And for the moment, this method can not characterize lips in more details yet.
Further work will include eyeball, nose and cheek contour detection and the algorithm is expected to be enhanced to improve the system's robustness.
